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Abstract
Introduction: Since the industrial revolution, protection of engineering system inside the discipline has
been a mission. Even though dazzling development has been made in retaining equipment within the area
in an effective way, maintenance of system is still an undertaking due to factors together with size, cost,
complexity, and competition. For this reason, there's an exact need for powerful asset management and
preservation practices a good way to definitely affect important achievement elements together with
protection, product fine, speed of innovation, price, profitability, and dependable delivery.
Objectives: More in particular, maintenance engineering is an analytical characteristic as well as it is
deliberate and methodical. In evaluation, maintenance is a function that need to be completed under
typically circumstances and its major goal is to quickly restore the gadget or equipment to its operational
readiness country by the use of to be had assets.
Methodology: There are two methods that are widely used for management of project control. Program
Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and second on is Critical Path Method (CPM). PERT and CPM
both methods are almost similar to each other. The only difference between both methods is that While the
finishing completion times of activities of the mission are unsure, PERT is used and with the certainty of
completion times, CPM is employed.
Results and conclusion: By using these methods we can break the project or task into individual jobs and
then by arranging them into logical network we can proceed our project easily. And more we can determine
project duration time and develop a schedule of activities for our convenience.
Recommendations:
Corrective movements are carried out to the causes of variance by watching the risk thing, both the highest
and lowest threat elements, if you want to prevent deviation in material management. Comprehensive
knowledge of desired area issues and problems are required before giving corrective actions
recommendations. That way, the effect due to the cost variance may be provided in detail and according to
the real condition. Expert’s advocated corrective movements are corrective movements taken from beyond
activities.

Introduction:
Maintenance management may be described because the feature of offering policy steering for maintenance
activities, in addition to exercise technical and control manage of maintenance programs. commonly, as the
scale of the maintenance pastime and group increases, we need to do better control and management and
manipulate turn out to be critical. Inside the beyond, the everyday length of a maintenance group in a
manufacturing status quo numerous from five to 10% of the operating force (Ahmad & Ahmad, 2019). In
the present, the proportional length of the maintenance attempt as compared to the working group has
multiplied drastically, and this increase is expected to retain. The most important factor behind this fashion
is the tendency in enterprise to growth the mechanization and automation of many procedures.
Consequently, this means lesser need for operators but more requirement for upkeep personnel.
There are many points of maintenance management of control and some of them are described here.
 Making plans and replacing equipment’s to acceptable standards.


Performing preventive maintenance, especially developing and enforcing.
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An often-scheduled work program for the purpose of maintaining high-quality gadget/facility
operation as well as stopping foremost troubles.



Preparing the authentic budget that meets the personnel and material needs.



Coping with stock to make sure that components/materials important to conduct maintenance tasks
are readily available.



keeping information on gadget/equipment’s, offerings, and many others.








Growing effective procedures to monitor the activities of maintenance
Personnel.
Growing powerful strategies for keeping operations personnel, higher-stage and management.
Training renovation team of workers and other involved people to improve their skills and carry
out effectively.
Reviewing plans for brand new facilities, installation of new equipment, and so on.
Implementing strategies to enhance administrative center safety and developing safety educationrelated programs for renovation workforce.
Developing settlement specifications and analyzing painting executed by contractors to make
certain compliance with contractual requirements.

Many elements determine the place of maintenance within the plant enterprise together with size,
complexity, and product produced (Ahmad &Sahar, 2019). The four beneficial recommendations in making
plans an upkeep company are: set up fairly clean division of authority with minimum overlap, optimize
quantity of folks reporting to a person, match the company to the personalities involved, and maintain
vertical traces of authority and responsibility as short as viable(Muzaffar Asad, Ahmad, Haider, & Salman,
2018b).
One consideration in making plans about maintenance organization is to decide whether it’s good to have
a centralized or decentralized maintenance characteristic. Normally, centralized renovation serves well in
small- and medium-sized enterprises housed in a single shape, or service buildings placed in an
instantaneous geographic location. Some of the advantages and disadvantages of centralized maintenance
are given below.
Advantages:
 More effective in comparison to decentralized maintenance.
 Less personnel required for the maintenance purposes.
 Supervision is effective done by centralized maintenance.
 More use of unique equipment and specialized renovation persons.
 Permits procurement of more modern-day centers.
 Usually allows more effective on-the-job training.
Disadvantages:
These are the following disadvantages of centralized maintenance.
 Requires extra time getting to and from the work place or job.
 Nobody character will become completely acquainted with complex hardware or equipment.
 More hard supervision because of remoteness of maintenance site from the centralized
headquarters.
 Better transportation cost due to remote upkeep paintings.
Objectives of maintenance management in Engineering:
These are the following objectives for which maintenance management is necessary.
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Techniques should be suitable for the construction of buildings
Right choice of building material used in the construction.
Suitable specifications for construction and set up works.
Effective and powerful supervision all through construction and rectification of defects previous to
final certification.
 Provision of legal area for landscaping with proper design. Relying upon the nature of the work,
immediately after the date finishing touch, building will be maintained for preliminary length of
three to 6 months as there may be teething issues in any new creation. If these are sorted, the
maintenance stress may be reduced (Ahmad & Ahmad, 2018). While there's any inherent defects
both in design and construction the renovation cost rises disproportionately to a higher degree and
the anticipated lifestyles of constructing the building is decreased.
Maintenance of buildings pursuits effective and financial technique of keeping the building and
services completely utilizable. It involves numerous abilities as stimulated by occupancy and the
overall performance stage expected of a building. Planning of works to be done to preserve the
building in an awesome condition requires excessive skills. Feedback from preservation have to
also be a non-stop system to improve upon the layout and production degrees.
Methodology:
There are two methods that are widely used in the world for maintenance management of buildings. We
have done a short intro of those methods in the abstract of the report but here we are going to discuss on a
large scale. We know those methods are “Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and 2nd one
is critical Path Method”. Now we are going to explain them one by one.
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT):
The project evaluation and Review technique (PERT) is a tool utilized in project management, which was
designed to research and represent the duties concerned in finishing a given project.

Overview:
Pert is a way of analyzing the tasks involved in finishing a given project, specifically in the time duration
of each task, and to identify the minimal time needed to complete the full challenge. It carries uncertainty
via making it feasible to agenda an assignment at the same time as not understanding exactly the information
and intervals of all the activities. It's miles extra of an event-oriented technique in place of start- and
completion-orientated, and is used more in those tasks wherein time is
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the fundamental thing in preference to cost. It is implemented on very big-scale, one-time, complex, nonordinary infrastructure and on research and improvement tasks.
Terminologies used in PERT Activity:
Event and Activities:
In a pert diagram, the principle building block is the event, with connections to its known predecessor events
and successor activities.
PERT event: A factor that marks the begin or finishing of one or more activities. Time and resources are
not consumed by PERT. While it marks the of completion of one or more activities.
Predecessor event: An event that immediately precedes some different events with none other events
intervening. An event can have multiple predecessor events and may be the predecessor of multiple
activities.
Successor event: An event that immediately follows some other events with none other intervening events.
An event can have more than one successor events and may be the successor of a couple of events.
Time:
PERT has described 4 sorts of time required to complete an activity:
Optimistic time: The minimal viable time required to perform an activity (o) or a path (O), assuming all the
things are proceeding better than is commonly expected
Pessimistic time: The most possible time required to complete an activity (p) or a course (P), assuming
everything goes wrong (but apart from predominant catastrophes).
Most likely time: The high-quality estimate of the time required to perform an activity (m) or a path (M),
assuming everything proceeds as regular. Expected time: the fine estimate of the time required to perform
an activity (te) or a direction (TE), accounting for the fact that matters do not continually proceed as normal
(the implication being that the anticipated time is the common time the task would require if the assignment
had been repeated on some of occasions over an prolonged period of time).

Management Tools:
PERT has number of tools for management with dedication of ideas, which include:
Float or slack: It is a measure of the excess time and sources available to complete a project. It's miles the
amount of time that a project venture can be not on time without inflicting a put off in any subsequent duties
(free float) or the whole project (total float). Tremendous slack would indicate in advance of agenda;
negative slack could suggest behind schedule; and zero slack could imply on time table.
Critical path: The longest feasible non-stop pathway taken from the preliminary event to the terminal event.
It determines the overall calendar time required for the task; and, consequently, any time delays along the
critical path will postpone the attaining of the terminal event through at least the equal amount.
Critical Activity: An activity that has overall float equal to zero. An activity with zero free float is not
necessarily at the critical path given since its path might not be the longest.
Lead time: The time by using which a predecessor event ought to be completed for you to allow enough
time for the activities that have to elapse earlier than a particular PERT event reaches of completion.
Lag time: The earliest time by way of which a successor event can observe a specific PERT event.
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Fast tracking: Performing more important activities in parallel.
Crashing critical path: Shortening period of important critical activities.
Steps to proceed the process by PERT Method:
1- Gantt Chart of given data:

And Next step is creating network diagram by hand or by using diagram software. Figure should be
like this after labeling
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Next step, determination of critical path and possible slack and fig should be like this

Critical Path Method (CPM):
Four signs are used to construct a CPM network. The circle is a symbol for an Event. Four symbols used
to construct a CPM community. Especially, it represents an unambiguous point inside the life of a task. An
event may be the start or finishing touch of an activity or activities, and normally the events are classified
with the aid of number. A circle shown with three divisions in Fig. is also denoting an event. Its top 1/2
labels the event with a number and Fig. is also denoting an event. Its top 1/2 labels the event with a number
and the bottom quantities imply modern Latest Event time (LET) and earliest event time (EET). EET is the
earliest wherein an event can be reached without delaying challenge of completion. EET is the earliest time
wherein an activity can be achieved or an event could be reached.
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The continuous arrow represents an interest that consumes time, cash, and manpower. This arrow always
begins at a circle and ends at a circle. The dotted arrow denotes a dummy interest or a restraint. Particularly,
that is an activity that doesn't devour time, cash, or manpower. Fig depicts a software of a dummy activity.
It indicates that activities L and M need to be done earlier than activity N can start. But most effective
activity M has to be finished prior to beginning activity O.

CPM symbols: (a) circle, (b) circle with divisions, (c) continuous arrow, (d) dotted
The Following steps are used when proceeding with CPM method.
1. First of all, we have to construct CPM diagram.
2- Second step is determining EET of every event by making a forward pass of the network and
using: For any event j,

3- Determine LET of every event by making backward way of the chain. For any event i,

If LET of all events of the network in question become calculated successfully, we need to get
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LET (1ST Event) = 0
4- Pick out network Event with same EET and allow. If the community outcomes in one path, i.e.,
from the primary event to the last event, with EET = LET, this direction is critical. Otherwise, visit
subsequent step.
5- Find out the total float for every activity on every of the paths with EET = LET. The Critical
direction is the path that outcomes in the least sum of the total floats. The total float for any activity
(i, j) may be calculated using the following equation:

Results and Conclusion:
Management of maintenance can incorporate more than the manipulate of activities related to each item of
equipment and may be addressed extensively underneath the headings of ‘technical’ and ‘manage’. The
technical content consists of determining what plant is to be maintained, how and whilst; figuring out issues
and diagnosing reasons; tracking results; preparing and analyzing statistics and technical statistics; starting
up methods to address situations before they arise; and making sure that the chosen techniques are reaching
the required effects.
The control details are aimed toward imparting the required technical provider at minimum cost, and may
involve control of labor, spares and equipment to healthy the workload; locating in which work is required;
establishing delivery; putting priorities; and coordinating movement. It may extend to putting budgets,
figuring out excessive protection fee plant and gathering records to form a foundation for selection making.
Suitable and best maintenance control the cost associated with the non-availability of an engineering carrier.
It has to be recognized that further to allowing the engineering services to be to be had whilst required,
maintenance is important to ensure that the services preserve their value as property in building.
Recommendations:
Corrective movements are carried out to the causes of variance by watching the risk thing, both the highest
and lowest threat elements, if you want to prevent deviation in material management. Comprehensive
knowledge of desired area issues and problems are required before giving corrective actions
recommendations. That way, the effect due to the cost variance may be provided in detail and according to
the real condition. Expert’s advocated corrective movements are corrective movements taken from beyond
activities.
Research suggests that the cause of material cost variance, danger ranking and recommended corrective
movement can be organized into an expertise base which may be advanced right into an automated
information base control equipment. This prototype expertise base management machine will yield output
in phrases of recommended corrective action to price variance. Recommendation will rely upon elements
that have the highest threat ranking. Corrective actions towards the reason of variance are endorsed via
observing the chance level of material cost variance
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